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You should be proud that your laboratory has been through an onsite assessment and has completed the requirements of the
AASHTO Accreditation Program. Once accreditation is granted,
your laboratory’s accreditation status is available on-line from
the Directory of AASHTO Accredited Labs. Your customers can
view this accreditation listing and will likely use it as a method of
determining whether or not you are competent to perform a given
task. So, it makes sense that your laboratory also has a policy for
ensuring the competency of the subcontractors and vendors that
you use.
Subcontractor vs. Vendor - What’s the Difference?
A subcontractor is a company your agency hires to do the same type of work that you normally do, i.e. testing (for the
purposes of this article). Let’s face it, things happen. Say a major piece of equipment used to perform a certain test is out
of service, or the only staff member who is trained to perform that test is unexpectedly absent. In order to meet your
customers’ needs, you may decide to temporarily subcontract this portion of your work to another laboratory until yours is
able to perform the testing again. When these situations arise, it is important to select a reputable and competent
subcontractor to perform this testing on your behalf.
A vendor is an outside supplier of goods or services. Calibration agencies and equipment suppliers are two commonly
used vendors.
Whether choosing a subcontractor or vendor, it is important to verify the quality and competence of the companies you
choose to work with, particularly when it has a direct impact on the results of your laboratory’s testing.
What is Required?
The level of detail and record-keeping required for the selection of subcontractors and vendors varies based on the quality
management system standard(s) that your laboratory may be required to follow. However, the overall intent is the same:
have a written procedure on how you determine subcontractor and vendor competency, and then document the results of
your findings. The table at the end of the article shows the requirements of each quality management system standard in
AASHTO’s scope of accreditation.
Selection Criteria
How do you determine if your subcontractors are competent to perform the necessary testing activities? Here are some
methods that can be used:



Require the laboratory to be accredited by AASHTO for the specific test(s) in question.



Review the laboratory’s proficiency sample or other round-robin testing results.



Track the performance and accreditation status of the laboratory by signing up for a specifier role on the AASHTO
re:source website.
Review the certification and qualification records of the laboratory’s technical personnel.




Perform your own audit of the agency’s quality manual and related activities to ensure conformance with
requirements.



Review calibration and standardization records for critical pieces of testing equipment.



Consider the past experience working with the subcontractor.

Likewise, here are some examples of what can be used to determine vendor competency:




Require the agency to be accredited for ISO/IEC 17025, ISO 9001, etc. or hold recognition from an external
evaluator.
Review consumer feedback or references from other customers of the agency.
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For calibration agencies, ensure that their equipment is traceable and that an estimate of measurement uncertainty
is determined.

At the end of the day, when an agency performs testing or calibration services for you, or supplies you with other critical
equipment or services, it is YOUR responsibility to ensure the agency is competently providing those services.
Back it All Up with Records
There are many ways in which to document subcontractor and vendor evaluations. You can use a memo-style document
that is distributed to key staff, a standard evaluation form, or an Excel spreadsheet. Regardless of how you decide to
document the evaluations, be sure that it matches your policy and procedure. At a minimum, you should record the date
of the evaluation, the details of what was reviewed, and the results of the evaluation.
Once you have completed the evaluations, create a list of the agencies that are normally used and make it available to
any staff that may need to reference the information. Maintaining such a list is actually required by some quality
management system standards, including ASTM C1077 and ISO/IEC 17025.
Reporting Results from Subcontractors
In addition to ensuring the competency of your subcontractors, it is important to be transparent with your customers or
clients. You should also have a policy on how you clearly identify any test results that were obtained by use of a
subcontractor on test reports. This type of policy is required by various quality management system standards,
including AASHTO R 18, ISO/IEC 17025, and ASTM D3666.
Subcontractors and Your AASHTO Accreditation
Keep in mind that your laboratory cannot be accredited for any test that it is not capable of performing in-house. This
means that AASHTO will not accredit your laboratory for testing that is always performed by subcontractors. For additional
information, see Section 2 (second paragraph) of the AAP Procedures Manual.
Subcontractor and vendor evaluations give your laboratory assurance that the quality of external services used is on par
with the high quality you have worked so hard to achieve in your own laboratory. This level of confidence will allow you to
rest easy and focus on your first priority: providing the best possible testing results to your customers.
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